Flash 008

Mechanical Key Duplicator

Flash 008

Smooth carriage movements The space-saving
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the front lever.

Flash 008 is designed to cut typical residential,
automotive and commercial keys including
those with large bows or long blades
such as cruciform keys as well as tip stop
and flip-type keys.
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Optimized calibration A tracer point adjustment
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system provides fast, precise calibration.

Flash 008 is easy to use and features long
lasting materials and finishes. Lightweight and
compact, it is perfect for small shops and
mobile use.

Wear resistant components

The cutter is AlTiN (Aluminum Titanium
Nitride) coated for longer life and
oxidation resistance even at temperatures up to 800°C (1,472°F). Teflon®
coated bushings provide protection to
the carriage shaft and guarantee a
smoother, quieter movement.

FPO

Four-sided clamps mean flexibility of use

Four-sided jaws easily clamp virtually all edge cut keys
present on the market. Jaws are nickel coated to
provide longer life. The jaws can be quickly and
smoothly rotated by simply loosening the knob and
rotating the jaw into the proper position.
3 1/2" (88.9 mm) spacing between the jaws
accommodate large bow (head) and long blade keys
including flip style automotive keys.

Space-saving solution for fixed or mobile use
Flash 008 is lightweight, compact and easily transportable. Secure the machine to the work counter with the
mounting bracket (included).

Operator safety The on-off switch features a safety

cut-out for user protection (machine must be manually
re-stared after a power interruption).

Finish cut keys perfectly The nylon de-burring

brush bristles are perfect for the finishing of cut keys.

Technical Data

Power Supply: 120V-60Hz
Cutter motor: single phase and speed
Movements:
by rectified carriage shaft and rack
Cutter:
AlTiN coated HSS (Super Rapid Steel)
Carriage Runs: 1.65” (42 mm)
Dimensions:
Width: 12.2” (310 mm)
		
Depth: 9.5” (240 mm)
		
Height: 8.7” (220 mm)
Weight:
14 lbs (6.4 kg)
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